SOUTHAFRICANLITERATURE
- A Rejoinder
been receiving a full post-bag of appreciative
letters from readers in various parts of Africa and many other parts
of the world as well. Space, in this issue however. does not permit
us to do more than thank everyone who has written to us-especiaUy
those who also enclosed donations towards the costs of producing
this journal-and to ask you to keep on writing. We have also
received a lengthy letter from Joseph Mololo Bulane, a South
African student abroad, in connection with an article in our
October·December 1964 issue-Across the Colour Line-Some
Thoughts on South. African Literature. by Scheepers Fourie.
Because we wish to encourage free exchanges of opinion we have
devoted the whole of this section of our journal. this tiuie, to
Mr. Bulane's contribution: even so, we have had to shorten it quite
a bit. In fairness, we should point out that 'Scheepers Fourie' is a
pen name; the writer is not necessarily an Afrikaner, or white.
Mr. Bulane writes:
A fault of much writing by progressives in South Africa. however,
seems to be their preoccupation with the exploration of the non-white
people and their lives, and the attempts to present solutions to the
'race problem' thereby, overlooking the fact, apparently, that there
exist people other than blaw who have problems. It ia high time
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that a work about life as the white people themselves truly live it
today, was written. This would be an admirable contribution to
South African literature.

Thus writes Scheepers Poutie. There are too many flaws in S.
Pourie's article, flaws of too serious a nature to he ignored by any
devoted student of the history of letters. Above all, these short~
comings on S. Foutie's pact cannot be brushed aside by a committed
African student whose life has been intrinsically hound up with
the pangs of the black masses in South Africa, now groaning, as
everybody knows, under a supremacist regime that has outraged
opinion in every corner of the progressive world.

How, at this stage of the national liberation movement, can
S. Fourie blame his progressives for devoting their energies to
depicting the African life in South Africa and attempting to solve
the race problem? For him the inverted commas are necessary to
show his attitude towards the race problem in South Africa. He is
talking of people other than blacks, other than die swart mense, as
the Afrikaner contemptuously calls the Africans in South Africa. He
is disgruntled that, according to him, the white man's life in South
Africa has been hidden from the world.
But the white man in South Africa does not have problems, that
is, such problems as S. Fourie would like to shout to the world.
To speak of the white man's problems in South Africa and to
seek to counterpose them with those of the African, or the
oppressed majority of the non-whites. is to stride before the world
in all the perverted and erroneous views of a downright reactionary
and an apologist of racial supremacy.
S. Fourie is in raptures over the Afrikaner poet, Uys Krige, who,
S. Fourie should like to think, has brought his people, the Boers, to
life on paper. Uys Krige's people are none other than S. Fourie's
people, 'the Afrikaner people as human beings, ordinary people
who like all others suffer the attacks of life... .' Is there any need
to comment? S. Fourie equates 'a sense of genuine internationalism' with Uys Krige's so-called attempt 'to lift Afrikaans out of
mere South Africanism', He does not even take the trouble to
substantiate this wild statement.

AFRICAN AUTHORS AND WHITE POETS
S, Foutie's progressives are all the white authors of South Africa
he has reviewed in his own way. To him, the African author is a
mere short story writer.
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Such outstanding African literary figures, statesmen and patriots
as Dr. John Dube and R. R. Dhlomo are referred to merely as the
authors of 'several books in the vernacular' (my italics). They are
biographers of Chaka,: Dingaan, Cetewayo, etc., he alleges, adding
that their books are the forerunners 'of African nationalism in the
literary field'. Although he does not drive this point home in his
article, the African nationalism referred to might be associated,
in a way, with those South African writers of whom he says:
They demand freedom as a birthright, and unlike their while COD;
temporaries, they have no 'racial problems' to solve by way of
idealistic or 'controversial' debate. These are the writers of revolt,
who have no qualms about combining art with the struggle for
emancipation and democracy.
This is at page 83.
What does he say of these writers of revolt? Nothing. He does
not take the trouble even to mention in passing Mphahlele's Down
Second Avenue or The African Image. not to mention the many
short pieces he used to contribute to the now defunct Fighting Talk.
S. Fourie fails to see that the non-white writer, sharing the scourge
of colour discrimination and ruthless oppression with the rest of
the non-white masses, directs his creative process within a concrete
historical context. Aware of the stark reality of the South, the nonwhite author has been able to reach down to its grass-roots.
He makes one other devastating statement in connection with
some African authors. At page 81, in speaking of Dr. Dube and
R. Dhlomo, he alleges that their greatness consisted in that they
did not reject the artistic influence of white poets like Wordsworth.
Tennyson, and Byron.
It would have been appropri~te to refer to those poets as
English poets.. S. Fourie, in his "narrow-mindedness, labels them
'white' to prove the white man's indispensable role in the development of things African. He is quick to observe that the Mrikaner Uys
Krige has explored Afrikaans folk-lore. He is blind to the fact that
the African poet, indeed the Zulu poet, is exploring the rich Zulu
folk-lore and the rich Zulu idiom. Dhlomo's lyrical epic, The
Valley of a Thousand Hills is permeated with the Zulu oral poetic
tradition, the izibongi. This valley to Dhlomo, says Mphahlele,
symbolizes the hope and despair of the black man.
The artistic influence which S. F,ourie sees in the works of the
Zulu authors is due to the fact that English poetry has become
part of the treasure-trove of world culture. It is not a question of
being 'white poets'. These colour definitions, when lifted out of
their narrow South African context, become ridiculous. The Zulu
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poet was not slavishly following in the footsteps of the 'white
.poel'.
~heepers

Fourie does not mention, for instance, that Dhlomo
put up fourteen plays in English before his death. How can a
serious review of South African literature and culture omit Peter
Abrahams's The Path of Thunder, Wild Conquesl, The Blacks ..
Alfred Hutchinson's The Road to Ghana .. Albert Lutuli's Let My
:People Go .. Trevor Huddleston's Naught for Your Comforl?
Alan Paton in Cry the Beloved Country, it is true, has been
deeper and more forthright in depicting the demoralising nature
of the exploiting world of capitalist relations in South Africa. Alan
Paton has shown the iron grip on the rural African of the
impersonal world of industrialisation and the callousness of the
colour bar. Apart from suggesting that the best place for the
African is the bush, the reservoir of cheap labour for South African
industry, Alan Paton does not see the solution to the South African
situation. He says:
When that moment shall come of our freedom from the fear of
bondage and the bondage of fear, why, it is a secret.
S. Fourie simplifies the South African situation to that of 'race
problem'. It is a political, economic and social struggle for the
oppressed non·white majority. This race problem, which exists in
the United States and Britain, although in varying forms, has its
roots in the economy of the country.,
Speaking of literature in 'the vernacular', as though there were
a single African language in South Africa, S. Fourie omits such a
classic in the Xhosa language as A. C. Jordan's The Wralh of Ihe
Gods. In connection with this A. C. Jordan's magnum opus,
Mphahlele rightly notes that it should be viewed as a larger irony
of the multi·racial society, where pigmentation of one's skin is a
criterion. One notes also the absence of Nyembezi and Vilakazi in
'Pourie's lop-sided, half-hearted review of South African literature.
One would also like to have seen the name of Dennis Brutus, the
jailed poet who won a prize in a competition sponsored by Mbari
in Nigeria.
How can S. Fourie forget the young men who used to rally
around the Johannesburg Drum, a flashy magazine of monopoly
capital, some of whom, now embittered and hardening in exile,
have emerged as authors: Lewis Nkosi's The Foreign Corn, Todd
Matshikita's Chocolales for My Wife. Bloke Modisane's Blame me
on Hislory. and Arthur Maimane's Homecoming and other short
stories?
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There is something O1ekhovian and, therefore, briJIjant in the
sweeping brevity and psychological depth of Homecoming. The
nameless hero, a typically South African prototype, is a concen.
trated depiction of the fate of many an African hero in the bitter
struggle being waged against the police dictatorship of a whitesupremacist state. Such literature seeks to topple the applecart of
blllIDkap, white supremacy, because, behind the author', pathos, his
sympathy and passionate love for his hero, there are deep undertones that involve the author in exile as a participant in the raging
struggle of the underdogs.

REFORMS NOT ENOUGH
S. Fourie, at page 77, wishes to think that the struggle in South
Africa belongs to the oppressed non·white masses demanding
equality, freedom and democracy lor all. To speak of equality,
freedom and democracy for all is to imply that the non-white
masses in the South are still snoring in the gloomy night of
bourgeois limitations, not outpacing the throaty calls for reforms.
Reforms are nothing but the preservations of the old order. Wr.
are living in that period of world history when it is impossible to
view the South African situation in isolation from the rest of the
world. The forces at work in the Southern Republic must be viewed
as a part and parcel of the typhoon raging over the face of the
African continent which, in turn, is related to the conflagration
consuming Asia and Latin America. The struggle in South Africa
is of the magnitude of a national liberation movement. Whether
he likes it or not, the African is heading for political power.
.
Fourie makes a final somersault, like an acrobat, towards the
tail of his article. This starts with the painful admission by him at
page 84 that
In the main it is the non-white writer who has come nearest the truth
of the South African situation.
His explanation for this, however, is unsatisfactory. The proper
explanation is at page 90 of the same issue of The African
Communist, in connection with Mbeki's book:
And it is only in Mbeki's book that one is presented with the
picture of AfClcan resistance. . .. It i, Mbeki's close ties with the
people, his years of experience of their problems and their struggles,
which make his book so valuable.
Speaking of South African literature in general, it is only an
African author. with his roots among the people, that can best
tell the people's aspirations, their sorrows and enjoyments, their
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ideals and problems. More than that. in South Africa the course of
history has been such that the African author-the non-white
author-is drawn into the vortex of the struggle with his whole
being. He is being discriminated against. He is being exploited. He
sells his labour at the common market, including the Witwatersrand
Native Labour Association, iliat Moloch of mine labour, at Eloff
Street Extension. Because of his intellectual level, supplemented
with revolutionary world outlook, his reaction is sharp, quick and
unrelenting. This is not to idealize or to suggest that the non-white
in the South always reaches the grass-roots of the bleeding ulcer.
It is only being suggested that S. Fouric's progressives, for the most
part, are still flogging a dead horse and barking up the wrong tree.

THE WHITE INTELLECTUAL
Curiously enough, in what sounds almost like an afterthought,
S. Fourie dethrones his progressives at the same page 84:
The white intellectual, whose political. social and economic
superiority is. maintained, whether be likes it or not, by the colourbar . . . may . . . search for 'solutions' to the dilemma of South
Africa . . . but his cultural and intellectual attacks have hitherto
hoeD confined to the supenrtructure of society••••
To conclude, S. Foune has not treated his subject in its sociohistorical context. He is not aware that the work of art, including
literary work. must embrace concrete facts having to deal with a
given historical period in the development of mankind. The literary
characters. to be worth anything, must belong to a definite historical
epoch and reflect in themselves the social trends and contradictions
of that particular epoch in a given society. Hamlet, King Lear.
Don Quixote. Don Juan. Childe Harold. Evgeny Onegin, Belitov,
Tartutre, Faustus.... Not having grasped the historical aspect, S.
Fourie bundles Olive Schreiner's The Story of an African Farm.
Alan Paton's Cry the Beloved Country. and Athol Fugard's Blood
Knot together. He is not aware that all these works, whatever
literary defects they may have, fan within different phases of th~
stark South African reality. Each of them is a product. finished or
unfinished, of the period of human relations and forces of production to which it belongs.
The Story of an African Farm. at the present stage of the South
African struggle in particular, has little or no meaning at all. Its
Tant Sannie, a brutal. corpulent, inhumane farm-woman, tortures
and flogs Swartbooi-Black Boy-a pitiable, helpless, crushed, kindhea.rted, innocent creature of the colonial literature, a farmhand
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of an underdog. Since life is forging forward and science is
developing, the creative power o'f man has not ceased t9 function.
On the contrary, with: the new phenomena of life, with humanity
moving from one phase of development to another, new heroes, new
underdogs-new Swartboois if you want-have emerged. [Note:
Olive Schreiner's Swartbooi was not necessarily black.]
The Story of an African Farm, to prove its acceptability to the
supremacist regime, was a set-book for the Joint Matriculation
Board of South Africa in 1956, controlled by Pretoria. Olive
Schreiner is still much a member of her own superior race and class.
What is the fate of Fugard's Blood Knot in the South? What
chances are there for it to be screened or staged so as to reach
the widest possible audience?
To bid S. Fourie farewell: Despite some inklings of Marxism, he
is still emotionally attached to herrenvolkism. His attempts to free
himself from the horizons of colour considerations are thwarted by
his gravitations towards the platteland mentality. His literary style
is too dilute; his shabby ideas too scattered, like broken pieces of
glass; and his metaphorical sword too blunt to pierce the thick,
pinkish skin of the pig-headed South. He would do better to study
Mphahlele, who outdoes all his progressives put together.
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